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The four highland clans have fought each other for as long as history remembers.Killop & Keira,
the twins of fire have grown up amid constant tribal warfare, each destined to become the
champions of their clan.As Keira’s powers have grown, so too have her people’s expectations of
her.When their homeland is invaded in an overwhelming attack aimed at the destruction of their
culture and the enslavement of their families, together can they unite the clans to defend their
land?Or will the old rivalries tear them apart?

From BooklistDessen has built a well-deserved reputation for delicately depicting teen girls in
turmoil. Her latest title showcases a socially awkward young woman who seeks solace in the
comforting rigidity of academic success. Auden is about to start college in the fall, and decides
to escape her control-freak professor mom to spend the summer with her novelist father, his new
young wife, and their brand-new baby daughter, Thisbe. Over the course of the summer, Auden
tackles many new projects: learning to ride a bike, making real connections with peers, facing
the emotional fallout of her parents’ divorce, distancing herself from her mother, and falling in
love with Eli, a fellow insomniac bicyclist recovering from his own traumas. The cover may
mislead readers, as despite the body language of the girl in pink and the hunky blue-jeaned boy
balanced on a bike, this is no slight romance: there’s real substance here. Dessen’s many fans
will not be deterred by the length or that cover; they expect nuanced, subtle writing, and they
won’t be disappointed. Grades 9-12. --Debbie Carton --This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.Review"Beautifully captures that sense of summer as a golden
threshold between past regrets and future unknowns." -The Washington Post --This text refers to
the paperback edition.About the AuthorSarah Dessen is the #1 New York Times bestselling
author of over a dozen novels for teens, which have received numerous awards and rave
reviews, and have sold millions of copies worldwide. She is the recipient of the 2017 Margaret A.
Edwards Award from the American Library Association. Sarah lives in North Carolina with her
family. Visit her online at sarahdessen.com. --This text refers to the paperback
edition.Review"Beautifully captures that sense of summer as a golden threshold between past
regrets and future unknowns." -The Washington Post --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.From AudioFileRachel Botchan realizes every opportunity to capture the
ironic, dramatic voice that has drawn fans to Sarah Dessen ever since her first book. This book's
heroine, Auden, is a studious girl who's acted like an adult for most of her 17 years. She
embraces the attitudes of her haughty academic mother, including a horror of her "extraneous,
overblown, exuberant" stepmother. All that changes when Auden spends the summer between
senior year and college in a beach town, living with her father, stepmother, and newborn
stepsister. Auden makes friends with a clique of girls, a mysterious young man, and, most



importantly, her real self. Botchan perfectly renders the teenage dialogue and emotionally
charged situations upon which Dessen has built her reputation. S.W. © AudioFile 2009,
Portland, Maine --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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FREE.The Peoples of the Star ContinentThere are five distinct peoples inhabiting the Star
Continent. Three are descended from apes, one from reptiles, and one from amphibians. Their
evolutionary trajectories have converged, and all five are clearly ‘humanoid’, though physical
differences remain.1. The Holdings – the closest to our own world’s Homo sapiens. Excepting
the one in ten of the population with mage powers, they are completely human. The Holdings
sub-continent drifted south from the equator, and the people that inhabit the Realm are dark-
skinned as a consequence. They are shorter than the Kellach Brigdomin, but taller than the
Rakanese.2. The Rakanese – descended from amphibians, but appear human, except for the
fact that they have slightly larger eyes, and are generally shorter than Holdings people. They are
descendants of a far larger population that once covered a vast area, and consequently their
skin-colour ranges from pale to dark. Mothers gestate their young for only four months, before
giving birth in warm spawn-pools, where the infants swim and feed for a further five months. A



dozen are born in an average spawning.3. The Rahain – descended from reptiles. Appear
human, except for two differences. Firstly, their eyes have vertical pupils, and are often coloured
yellow or green, and, secondly, their tongues have a vestigial fork or cleft at their tip. Their
heights are comparable to the Holdings and the Sanang. Skin-colour tends to be pale, as the
majority are cavern-dwellers. Their skin retains a slight appearance of scales, and they have no
fingerprints. They are the furthest from our world’s humans.4. The Kellach Brigdomin –
descended from apes, and very similar to the Holdings, they are the second closest to our
world’s humans. Their distinguishing traits are height (they are the tallest of the five peoples),
pale skin (their sub-continent drifted north from a much colder region), and immunity to most
diseases, toxins and illnesses. They are also marked by the fact that mothers give birth to twins
in the majority of cases.5. The Sanang – descended from apes, but evolved in the forest, rather
than on the open plains that produced the Holdings. As a consequence, their upper arms and
shoulders are wider and stronger than those of people from the Holdings or Rahain. They are
pale-skinned, their sub-continent having arrived from colder climates in the south, and they
occupy the same range of heights as the Holdings and Rahain. The males bear some traits of
earlier Homo sapiens, such as a sloping forehead and a strong jaw-line, but the brains of the
Sanang are as advanced as those of the other four peoples of the continent.Dramatis
PersonaeKell - The SquadKillop ae Kellan, Squad LeaderKeira ae Caela, Squad Leader and
Fire MageKillian, crew leader and oldestKylon, Killian's crewConal, youngestConnie, Conal's
twinCaelia, Kyle's twinKyle, Caelia's twinCalum, crew leaderColm, Calum's tripletCollyn,
Calum's tripletClara, second oldestKallie, archerKelly, Kallie's twinKell - OthersThe Chief, Chief
of the KellKalinda, Kell heraldKlannit, Kell championKai, leader (Klannit's half-squad)Kyleen,
leader (Klannit's half-squad)Conwyn, in Klannit's half-squadKoreen, in Klannit's half-
squadCalman, in Klannit's half-squadKalma, in Klannit's half-squadCareen, Kell high
mageClewyyd, Kell mageKalayne, crazy old manKaylan, staff officerConor, commander of Kell
armyKyla ae Kylanna, leader of Southern KellKelpie ae Kylanna, leader of Southern
KellLachLana, leader of Lach contingent at PassLachlyn, Lana's aideLacey, young Lach
warriorLeckie, clumsy young warrior, Lacey's twinLoreli, Lach commanderLachryn, archer - joins
after MarchsideLyla, archer - joins after MarchsideLanika, Lach LeaderBrigBrendan, Brig
commanderBridget, warrior - joins after MarchsideBryanna, warrior - joins after
MarchsideBryony, warrior - joins after MarchsideBudge, scout and guideBraed, Brig
commanderDommDugald, Domm championDomnan, exile from DommDonial, Domm
leaderContents1. Green Leathers2. Between the Lines3. Minding the Dead4. Unmade5. Crash
Site6. Kalayne7. The Broken Swing8. Meadowhall9. Hit and Run10. Marchside (Battle of)11.
Withdrawal12. Bittersweet13. Boiling Over14. The Sleeping God15. Falling Apart16. Blackened
Bones17. Fire MountainEpilogueAuthor’s NotesThe Magelands SeriesReceive a FREE
Magelands BookChapter 1Green LeathersNorthern Pass, Kell – 15th Day, First Third Summer
503Killop awoke to the sound of his twin sister’s voice.‘Think about it, ya big-eared bawbag, if
we’d decided to build a stone fortress we’d still be on the fucking foundations. The lizards would



scurry their scaly arses right over the top of us.’‘I’m just saying, Keira,’ said Conal, the youngest
of the squad, ‘I’d feel safer behind proper castle walls.’‘Castle walls are no good,’ Killop said,
getting himself into a sitting position, furs and blankets wrapped round his large limbs. ‘We know
what their mages can do with stone.’‘Excellent point,’ Keira grinned. ‘Thank you wee brother.’
She banged her bowl and spoon together. ‘Now, where’s my breakfast?’ She glared at the
squad, then at the pot in the centre of the round hut, sitting on a stand over heated stones, its
contents bubbling. Clara and Colm were on food duty that morning, and they hurried to get to
their tasks. Clara started ladling barley meal and apple into a collection of bowls, while Colm
prepared the drinks. Two cups each, one of warmed milk, the other of cool cider.Killop took his
cup of milk from Colm and downed it in one draught. He placed his cider on the earthen floor
next to him and waited while Conal fetched his bowl of barley meal. As a joke, Keira had cajoled
the lad into believing it was the job of the youngest to get the squad leaders their meals, and it
had reached the point where Killop felt it would be more humiliating for him to discover he had
been fooled.He nodded as Conal passed him his breakfast. Over the lad’s shoulder he saw
Keira raising her own bowl, grinning at him like a mountain cat, and not for the first time he
realised his sister was enjoying the war. Despite the death and horror they had seen since the
Rahain had invaded at the beginning of spring, her spirits were higher than ever.Killop and Keira
were among the few in the squad who had taken part in the earlier, losing campaign in Northern
Kell. Eight from their village had been selected by the elders in answer to the summons for aid.
They had taken their arms and crossed the pass into Northern Kell, and spent the next two thirds
involved in a series of tactical withdrawals and retreats, abandoning Northern Kell to the
innumerable ranks of Rahain soldiers.The Kell forces had staged one final delaying action to
allow as many civilians as possible to flee into Southern Kell, before taking up position at the
head of the mountain pass, along which the Rahain would have to come. The pass was three
miles long, and formed a natural step in the mountain’s flank. It was a hundred and twenty yards
at its narrowest point; double that at its widest. On the north-western side rose a near vertical
cliff, difficult to climb, impossible to take an army over. The south-eastern edge of the pass fell
away into a deep ravine that plunged to the base of the mountain. Upon arrival, Killop and Keira
had been assigned a fresh squad, mostly comprising new recruits, and given responsibility over
a stretch of the front. Over the next third and a half, as scouts reported that the Rahain army was
resting and re-supplying their mauled brigades, the Kell had been busy. A web of palisades,
trenches and ditches zigzagged across the pass, from the cliff to the ravine. At the centre of the
web was a rectangular enclosure, double palisaded on all sides, with a tower at each
corner.Their squad was based a hundred yards to the north-east of the central enclosure, and
occupied a section of the forward line. They had dug their double ditch, and felled enough trees
to build a sturdy palisade wall, and the small hut in which they slept and ate. Their section of wall
joined those of neighbouring squads on either side, and competition had been brutal, with each
squad blustering and boasting as they raced to be first to finish. Every tree had been cut down
from the area in front of the forward line, and the resultant clearing was a hundred yards deep in



places. Dozens of arrow loops had been cut through the palisade wall, and longbows and
quivers had been stockpiled for days.‘Well, boys and girls,’ Keira said, breaking into the low
conversations that murmured through the hut, ‘I hope you had a good night’s kip, cause, you
know, those fucking pits out front won’t dig themselves.’There were a few tuts and mumbled
complaints.As Keira’s eyes narrowed, her attention was drawn to the entrance of the squad’s
cat, a fierce one-eared ginger tom that she had badgered the squad into adopting, and had
named Bollock.As the scarred feline swaggered into the hut, Keira dropped to one knee, making
loud kissing noises.‘Ma wee Bollock,’ she singsonged, stroking the cat’s head as it purred and
strutted next to her.The squad watched from behind their breakfast bowls, no one saying
anything, eyebrows raised as they glanced at each other across the room.By Pyre, Killop
thought, suppressing a smile. They’re terrified of her.They had first met the twelve members of
their squad a third and a half ago, but most hailed from villages close to that of Killop and Keira,
and they all knew of her reputation. She was a Child of Pyre. In their district, the northernmost
region of Southern Kell, it was said there had been no one to rival her potential in a hundred
years. She had been whisked away at age thirteen, as soon as her skills had started to manifest,
and taken into seclusion up the mountains for training, and for the protection of the villagers.
Keira had returned to the village after two years of being tutored in martial skills, as well as
learning to control her developing mage powers. She had also grown by a foot, and put on plenty
of muscle. Soon she had dominated the group of teenagers in the village, her training having
had no effect on her stubbornness, or her tendency to get into trouble.Killop watched her. His
sister was absorbed in filling a dish with milk and meat for the cat, oblivious to the squad who
were awaiting their orders, their empty breakfast bowls and cups piled up before them.‘Right
everyone,’ said Killop. The squad turned to him. ‘Killian, your lot are inside today. Make sure the
squatting trenches are located by the further ditch this time. Calum, your crew are outside. Don’t
come back for lunch until you’ve dug at least four man-size pits and spiked and covered them.
Keira and I are headed up to the moothill to report, and see if there are any new orders. Get to
it.’‘Aye, boss,’ they replied, getting up and preparing for another day of toil.Calum lined up the five
members of his crew, which included his two triplet brothers, Collyn and Colm, and the archers
Kallie and Kelly. They trooped out of the hut, following Calum to the pile of tools stacked up by
the palisade. They were headed for the deforested area beyond the front line, along with at least
a hundred other Kell that morning, digging traps and pits to hinder the Rahain advance. Other
work groups would be labouring to extend ditches, construct corner turrets or fit shooting steps
to the walls.Killop had never heard of so many Kell working together on a common purpose with
such dedication, and guessed it was caused by the ease with which the invading Rahain hordes
had ravaged their way through the northern half of their nation in a single spring. An air of
disbelief, and a deep, cold anger suffused the Kell camp.Killian, the oldest warrior in the squad,
a giant even among the tall and broad Kell, was organising his own crew. Their duties involved
guarding their section of the wall, and performing the daily tasks that their part of the camp
required. Killian was a rarity among the Kell, a singleton, born without a twin.As the youngest,



Conal was given the job of clearing away the breakfast pots and dishes, along with his elder
sister Connie, out of the womb thirteen minutes before him. Killian rattled off a list of tasks for the
pair, then sent Kyle and Caelia to the wall for the first guard shift. That left Kylon, a sombre,
slender man, who Killop had heard speak maybe five times in the third and a half they had been
there. Kylon was also a single, though not a natural one, his twin having died some years
before.Killian and Kylon left through the hut’s entrance, leaving Killop alone with his sister, and
Bollock.‘You love that scabby fleabag more than me,’ he said.‘Aye.’She looked up from where
she was stroking the cat, and grinned.‘Right then,’ she said, standing and brushing cat hair from
her armoured leathers. ‘Let’s go moot the fucking hill.’They slung their shields over their backs
and strode out from the hut and along the forest path, ankle-deep in needles shed by the pines
that towered above them. They were an imposing pair, tall, lean and muscled, and armoured in
leathers dyed dark green, reinforced with mail and horizontal bands of curved steel. Their
battered appearance and numerous scars marked them as veterans, despite their years.They
reached the guards at the ditch by the second line, and exchanged nods and grunts while a
bridge was lowered. The palisade walls were more numerous on the other side of the ditch,
where sections of wall ran back and forth; creating dead ends and corners that would expose
any attacker to the longbows of the Kell.The moothill was a low mound around which the large
central enclosure was located. Double rows of spiked palisade walls, a large timber gatehouse
and four corner turrets made this the most fortified part of the camp and, Killop supposed, their
last stand should the Rahain break through.‘Anything new today, do you think?’ he said, as they
approached the enclosure.‘Probably the same old boring shite,’ she smirked. ‘Keep digging. Lots
and lots of spiky holes for Lord and Lady Lizard to fall into.’They crossed another bridged ditch,
this one the depth of three men, and passed through a palisaded barbican to the gatehouse, a
two-storey building with an open roof. Warriors stood at the wooden parapet, and there were
more in front of the entrance. Recognising them from their daily trips, the guards waved Killop
and Keira through the first set of double doors and into a barrel-vaulted entrance tunnel.The
second set of doors, which led into the central compound, were shut. As they approached, a
wooden slat opened at eye level.‘Names and purpose,’ said the guard behind the doors.‘Killop
ae Kellan ae Kell, here to report from the north-west line, squad five.’The eyes behind the door
shifted to Keira.She stood, arms folded, her right foot tapping the ground.‘Well?’ said the
guard.Killop sighed, and turned to his sister. ‘I thought we weren’t going to do this
anymore.’‘Some days I just feel like it,’ she said. ‘I mean, this annoying wee prick kens fine who I
am, yet every day he fucking asks. Does it not do yer head in?’‘He’s just doing his job.’She
scowled but turned to the door.‘Alright, you win. Again. Keira ae Caela ae Kell, here to report, as
usual.’‘About time,’ the guard muttered, swinging one of the double doors open.‘Shut yer pus,
wee man,’ growled Keira as they passed through. The guard looked away, pretending not to have
heard.They passed rows of fletchers sitting to their right, baskets of arrows stacked up against
the wall behind them. On their left were the main carpenters’ yards, their sawing and hammering
creating a noise that punctuated the morning. Across the far side of the compound smoke rose



from a cluster of forges and smithies. Standing around were small groups of squad leaders and
raid leaders, waiting near the central command tent for that day’s moot to begin.‘You’re fucking
kidding me,’ Keira breathed, her face scrunched up.‘What…?’ Killop said, tailing off as he
followed her eyes and saw what had caused her to pause. A dozen warriors were waiting apart
from the others, near the entrance to the central tent. They were clad in dark blue leathers,
marking them out as belonging to the Lach.Keira started striding in their direction, her fingers
twitching.Killop hastened after her.‘What the fuck’s this?’ she cried as she barged into their
midst. They turned to her, their conversations halted, but she carried on before any could
resume speaking. ‘Who let you in? What are you ugly wee turnip munchers doing here? Get your
scrawny Lach arses out of our camp.’ She dodged a fist swung at her from the right, reached out
without looking and grasped a tight hold of the man’s throat. She squeezed hard and carried on,
her eyes never leaving the front. ‘I said get the fuck out!’Killop arrived just as violence was about
to boil over. The Kell warriors to either side had been listening in, and would no doubt leap at the
opportunity to have a go at the Lach. As he reached his sister’s side, a voice boomed out,
silencing all others, and even the carpenters ceased their hammering and looked up.‘Keira ae
Caela, put that man down,’ the voice thundered. It was the Kell himself, their chief. He stood at
the entrance to the command tent, flanked by two others. To his left was Klannit, the Kell
champion and the chief’s personal guard. On his right stood the clan herald Kalinda, an old
woman, leaning against a staff a foot higher than her head. Killop gazed at them in surprise and
relief, having thought the chief was a hundred miles south of the pass. As the small group strode
towards the Lach warriors, every Kell around lowered their fists, and stood in silence. Keira
dropped the Lach she had been throttling, and he fell gasping to the ground.As the chief made
his way to stand in front of her, she lowered her gaze. ‘Sorry, boss.’ She put on her best innocent
look, which Killop thought made her look like an owl.A flicker of a smile touched the chief’s lips
for an instant. ‘Control yourself, warrior,’ he said to her. He turned and nodded to his herald. ‘We’ll
start the moot now I think.’Kalinda nodded, then walked to the entrance of the central tent.
Everyone watched as she banged her staff against the ground three times.‘The Kell Moot
begins,’ she cried, her voicing piercing. ‘The Kell shall attend.’As the assembled crowd began to
walk to the tent, the chief motioned for the Lach warriors to accompany him, and they all
crammed into the large pavilion. The chief, Klannit, Kalinda and the Lach moved through to the
head of the large room, where a low platform had been constructed.The three Kell mounted the
platform, and Kalinda raised her staff for silence.The chief took a step forward. ‘Our cousins in
Lach have answered the Kell,’ his voice bellowed out. ‘They have sent warriors with axes and
bows to assist us. I have brought these Lach fighters to the pass.’The silence deepened at these
words, as the Kell took in how bad their plight must be, that they had been forced to ask the Lach
for help. Killop stood bewildered. He had fought against their old rivals a few times, lending help
to the villages on their southern border with Lach, taking part in skirmishes, and defending Kell
farms from Lach raids. It had been small scale, but nasty enough in countless mean and petty
ways.‘If the Rahain break through,’ the chief went on, ‘then all the clans are threatened. We’ve



also met with leaders from Brig and Domm, as well as the Lach.’ The Kell chief gestured to a
warrior on his left, a short, middle-aged woman in dark blue, with a helm denoting her rank as
raid leader. ‘This is Lana ae Lachyn, leader of the Lach contingent.’ He motioned for her to
mount the platform and speak.‘Warriors of Kell,’ she said, her accent like the scrape of a rusty
saw cutting through wet wood. A few Kell flinched. ‘We’re here to fight the same enemy, to help
out the Kell as requested.’‘We don’t need your help!’ someone shouted.A Lach warrior to Lana’s
left spoke up. ‘Considering ye lost half yer country in a single season, I say ye do.’Tempers and
voices started to rise again.‘Be quiet,’ Lana said, glaring at the man who had spoken. He
lowered his eyes, but looked far from cowed.‘Your chief is right,’ she said to the crowd, ‘the clans
must face the Rahain together. The Lach are under no illusions that the lizards will stop at the
Kell border.’ She gestured her arm at the dozen Lach around her. ‘This squad is just the first to
arrive. There are two hundred more warriors making their way through Southern Kell as we
speak. Together, we’ll hold the Rahain hordes right here.’She may have hoped for a cheer at this,
but the response was muted, as each Kell’s thoughts turned to the image of hundreds of Lach
boots marching through the peaceful farms and villages of the remaining half of their
homeland.The chief raised his bear-like arms. ‘Now you know, so spread the word to your
squads and crews. The Lach are here as our guests, my guests, so there will be no trouble
between us. They’ll be taking over the forward lines on the south-east flank, and the Kell there
will be moved to bulk out the other squads. Raid leader Kaylan has the details.’ He paused as
the young woman moved round to the front of the platform. It was this officer who usually doled
out the daily duties, and she had looked as surprised as anyone to see the chief turn up that
morning with Lach warriors. A low mumble grew as conversations picked up, and the Kell started
to form a queue to speak to the officer. Killop hoped they would be receiving at least a couple of
reinforcements for their squad.There was a commotion at the rear of the hall, and Killop turned
to see a messenger barrel his way through the crowd.‘Enemy spotted from Eagletop Hill!’ he
cried.A roar erupted as the Kell all started to shout at once. The chief took a wide stance, and
raised his hands to his mouth.‘Quiet!’ he bellowed with such volume that Lana held her hands
over her ears, grimacing. The effect was instant, and everyone turned to him, voices
stilled.‘Belay those last orders,’ he said into the silence. ‘Lana, the Lach will just have to be
thrown into the fight as they arrive. Everyone else,’ he said, ‘you know what to do.’Chapter
2Between the Lines15th Day, First Third Summer 503 – Northern Pass - Kell‘Eagletop’s fifteen
fucking miles from here,’ Keira had said, as they had strolled back to the line after the moot.
‘We’ve got ages.’For Killop however, Keira’s ages passed in a blur. From recalling the pit-digging
crew, to making sure the new recruits got their armour on, to preparing their campfire behind the
wall, he threw himself into his job, lest any pause allow nerves to reach his stomach. He had felt
those nerves before, every time he had faced the Rahain in the north over spring. Fighting the
scaly-skinned solders had been a different experience from his earlier skirmishes with the Lach
or the Brig, bloody and horrible though they had been. Up close, the Rahain were puny
compared to the Kell. They had well-made swords, but few knew how to use them, and Killop



and his old squad had waded their way through platoons of them at a time. But there were
always so many, and they avoided getting up close if they could help it.While Killop allowed a
slight mania to possess him, and distract him from what was coming, every time he passed
Keira she was relaxing by the fire with her feet up, either dozing, or amusing herself by making
little flame animals. He left her to it. He wondered if it was just an act to get her through the
torturous wait, but doubted it.Killop had left Caelia and Kyle up on the wall. Kyle was positioned
on a step looking towards the cleared area, to watch for the Rahain, while Caelia leaned with her
back to the wall, watching for signals from the watchtower up on Knuckle Point, a large knobbly
spur of rock jutting out from the north-western cliffs at the narrowest part of the pass, about a
hundred yards behind them. The spotters atop the Knuckle would signal as soon as they saw
any sign of the enemy.When he had run out of tasks for them to do, Killop gathered the squad by
the fire. He had Conal and Connie fill the cider jugs, and they sat around drinking. The younger
recruits seemed dizzy with nerves, laughing out loud at Keira’s endless jokes, while the older
warriors were more muted.They talked, they drank, they waited. As morning turned to afternoon,
they were visited by the chief, who was making his way up the lines.Killop and the squad sprang
to their feet as he approached. With him were his champion Klannit, his herald Kalinda, and old
Careen, the clan’s most venerable Mage of Pyre.‘Killop ae Kellan, my boy,’ the chief said, his
gruff voice tempered by a glint in the corner of his eye.‘Chief,’ Killop replied, inclining his head.
The rest of the squad had fallen silent. Several were glancing at Keira, who had remained
lounging on her side by the fire, cradling a small flame in the palm of one hand. She peered up at
the chief, her other hand shielding her eyes from the sun.‘And Keira,’ the chief said, not seeming
put out that she hadn’t risen to her feet.‘Chief,’ she nodded, smiling her big smile at him. The
chief grinned back.Cow, Killop thought. How he loved his sister; how he would willingly jump in
front of a blade to shield her, and yet there were times, several times a day in fact, when she
annoyed the crap out of him.At a nod from the chief, Klannit took a pace forward. He was
massive, a full head taller than Killop, and about twice his weight. If he ever sat on a Rahain, he
would probably snap him in two.‘Scouts report that the Rahain are marching at double time up
the road towards us,’ he said, no doubt repeating the message he had given to the squads down
the line. ‘Should be here in a couple of hours.’‘How many?’ Killop asked.‘Fuckloads,’ the
champion replied. ‘Your job is simple. Do not budge one inch backwards, and kill as many of the
bastards as you can manage.’‘Aye, sir.’The chief beckoned over his shoulder for Careen to come
forward. The old man ambled towards the fire, leaning on his staff. Keira caught sight of him, and
cleared a space next to her by shooing away Collyn. Careen moved into the space, and seated
himself. At a glance from Keira, Conal reached over to offer a cup of cider to the old mage, who
took it with a nod.‘We’ll leave High Mage Careen with you,’ the chief said. ‘He wants a word.’The
chief looked over the squad, smiling.‘Fight well,’ he said.‘Aye, Chief,’ they shouted back.The
chief, Klannit and Kalinda moved up the line to the next squad.Once they had gone, nervous,
excited chatter rose from among the young recruits. For some, that had been the first time they
had ever seen the chief.‘Well, old man?’ said Keira.Careen sipped his cider and turned to



her.‘You will address me as Mage, Child of Pyre,’ he replied, looking her in the eye.There was a
moment of silence round the campfire, as the ears of the squad pricked up.‘Sorry, mage,’ she
mumbled.Killop smirked as a quick smile of relief touched the lips of the high mage.‘Keira ae
Caela,’ Careen went on, ‘even when you were my student you had a fair conceit of yourself. The
chief may humour your impertinence, but I will not.’He paused for a moment, as Keira’s face fell.
To think you were better than everyone else was the worst trait a Kell could be accused of
possessing. Thing was though, Killop thought, she was better than everyone else. The rest of the
squad were deathly silent as they sat around the fire, each leaning forward, drinking in every
word.‘But I also knew, my girl, that if you could stay alive you would become the greatest Mage
of Pyre that Kell has seen in a hundred years.’ He caught her gaze and held it as she looked up,
some of the old cockiness showing in her clear blue eyes. ‘Before the battle begins, I wanted to
remind you that you are not yet the greatest. Your powers are still developing and growing. It
might be another ten years before you reach your peak.’Killop’s jaw dropped. What? She was
going to get better? Better than she already was?‘I also wanted to remind you that you won’t be
alone today,’ the old man continued. ‘While you are here on the left, I’ll be behind the centre by
the road, and Clewydd will be over on the right. We will all stay in our areas, so no charging off
into the enemy on your own like you did at the Falls of Kasper.’ He wagged his finger at her, as if
he were still her teacher. ‘Today we have to ignore our every Kell instinct, and fight as one to stop
the reptile hordes getting through. If we fight as we are accustomed to, as individual warriors,
each running around mindlessly, we shall be defeated. You were there in Northern Kell, you saw
what happened whenever we bravely but foolishly charged the reptiles’ shieldwall. Hiding behind
walls and ditches might not seem like an honourable way to fight, but that does not matter, Keira
ae Caela. If we lose the pass, we lose Kell. Do you understand?’‘Aye, mage,’ she said, ‘I
do.’Careen nodded, and got to his feet, Keira supporting his arm as he rose.‘Good girl, thank
you,’ he said, smoothing down his cloak, ‘and remember, stay alive.’Killop stood by her side as
they watched the old man walk back down the forest path to the central section of the forward
line.He glanced at his sister. ‘Good girl?’In an instant Keira’s demeanour changed. She glared at
her brother, teeth bared, and a gravelly growl came from her throat.‘That’s more like it,’ he said,
crossing his arms over his wide chest.Furious, she turned from him to the rest of the squad, who
were still staring. They realised their mistake and began to look away, but it was too late.‘What
the fuck are you useless wank-stains looking at?’ she shouted. ‘And why are ye sitting about like
a bunch of gormless eejits when there’s a million wee scaly bastards just over the fucking hill?’
She started to point. ‘Caelia, Kyle, back on the wall. The rest of ye, I want this pile of firewood
twice as high before Lizardo arrives with his merry band. Conal, get your hand out yer pants ye
dirty wee toerag, or I’ll stove yer head in with ma fist…’Killop tuned her out. Years of living in the
same house had taught him this. He felt a twinge of pity for the rest of the squad.Two hours later,
Killop and Keira watched as the Rahain made their way from the forest into the cleared area a
hundred yards in front of the Kell forward line. The squad had lined up along the palisade,
standing a pace apart on their elongated shooting step. What they were watching emerge from



the forest was a long wooden wall, made up of dozens of timber shields, each as large as a
door, their edges overlapping, behind which they assumed the Rahain huddled. Above the front
rank, more of the large shields were being held over the heads of the soldiers.The long wooden
wall inched towards the palisade, navigating its way over and around scattered boulders, dense
banks of saturated moss, and the hundreds of tree stumps that littered the rough ground.‘No
loosing until they reach the pits,’ Killop called out to the squad. ‘At this range we’d be wasting
arrows.’There was muttered agreement.‘Calum,’ Killop asked the crew leader, who was standing
three places to his left, ‘did you mark our farthest pit this morning?’‘Aye, boss,’ he replied. He
pointed out over the wall. ‘See those three stumps in a wee cluster, about fifty yards
out?’‘Aye.’‘And the upright stick shoved in at the left of them? That’s our marker.’‘Everybody hear
that?’ Killop shouted. ‘The three stump cluster. When the Rahain get there, we start. In the
meantime, check your bowstrings.’‘Aye,’ they called back, except for Keira, who was watching
the advancing shield wall. There was no fear or tension on her face. If anything, she looked
bored.‘Hey, Keira!’ shouted Kendrie, a warrior from their neighbouring squad further down the
line. ‘We gonnae be eating roast lizard tonight?’She turned towards him. ‘You’ll be eating fuck all
with ma boot in yer pus,’ she yelled. ‘After I’ve sorted these bastards out,’ she waved her arm
towards the Rahain, grinning, ‘you lot are next.’As both squads started laughing and jeering,
Kendrie puffed out his chest. ‘See, boys,’ he nodded to a couple of mates by his side, ‘she does
fancy me.’‘In yer dreams, ya wee fud.’As the two squads squabbled, Killop kept his attention on
the Rahain. They were about half way between the forest and the pits, their advance slow and
disciplined. At that distance, Killop noticed that slots had been left open in the middle of each
shield, two inches high by eight wide, to aim their crossbows through. In Killop’s opinion it had
been the Rahain crossbow that had defeated the Kell earlier in the spring. These weapons could
be reloaded at a rate which had stunned him when he had first witnessed an entire Kell war
band being mown down as they charged across a field. They could discharge over a dozen bolts
a minute, and every Rahain solder carried one. Killop had once seen a captured bow. The
mechanism was ingenious, utilising a detachable springed frame containing ten bolts that
slotted into the underside of the bow shaft. This frame fed the bolts into the bow, while a lever on
the top reset the bowstring. Despite many heated efforts, the Kell had not been able to make it
work, and by the time Killop saw it, it was broken and half dismantled.The noise level was rising
all around. A great clattering came from the Rahain shields, while the two hundred Kell on the
forward line were generating a hubbub of excited anticipation.A couple of other squads up and
down the line started loosing off a few arrows, arcing them high over the front of the shieldwall to
land on the ranks behind. While most of them thudded into or glanced off the huge shields being
held overhead, a few found gaps, striking Rahain soldiers, punching holes through thin leather
armour into their flesh. The first Rahain screams of the battle arose, a high pitched nasally
whine, and a few of the recruits glanced at each other.On and on the Rahain came, pouring out
of the forest to join their shieldwall as it trudged and rolled ever closer. Four enormous stone
throwing machines were wheeled out of the woods. They were hauled up the road at first, then



spread out across the Rahain line. Each machine had large wooden screens attached to the
front and sides to protect them from arrows, while wagons of boulders were trundling along
behind. Several of the squad were still bantering, but the voices of the younger ones were frayed
around the edges with tension.‘Upon my signal, loose at will,’ Killop cried, as the Rahain
approached the pits. He pulled his first arrow from the upright quiver by his feet, and took a
position sideways to the wall. He held the bowshaft in his left hand, notched the arrow, and drew
his right hand back to his ear. He gazed out at the Rahain, searching for a gap, holding his
position, waiting.He heard a shriek, and saw a shield topple over fifty yards in front of him, the
soldiers carrying it slipping and tumbling down into one of the hidden pits. A gap in the enemy
line opened, and Killop loosed his arrow. An instant later the rest of the squad did the same, as
the pits brought the shieldwall to a shuddering halt. Ranks of Rahain soldiers were now
exposed, shields falling as the front rows stumbled.Iron-tipped arrows ripped into the front lines
of the Rahain, throwing them down and hurling them backwards, in many cases passing straight
through them and hitting the ranks behind. Soon two hundred warriors on the Kell forward line
were loosing arrow after arrow at the densely packed Rahain. Screams rose as soldiers fell, their
blood pooling on the thirsty ground as they piled up. The Rahain were slow to re-organise their
front, and Killop managed to get six arrows off before enough shields had been propped back
up, and every one had found its mark. The Kell ceased shooting as the reformed shieldwall
firmed, before stumbling its way towards them once again, its pace even slower than before.‘You
know what?’ said Kallie, the squad’s best archer. ‘We just killed more lizards than there are Kell
on this mountain.’‘How many did you get off?’ asked Calum, her crew leader.‘Thirteen.’‘Do you
fancy a wee challenge, hen?’ Keira asked.‘Aye, Keira.’‘Any moment now,’ she said, pointing at
the Rahain line, ‘their crossbows will be in range, and they’re going to let loose a shitstorm like
you’ve never seen. Let’s see how many we can pop before they do that. Kallie, see they wee
slots in the middle of their shields? Aim there.’Kallie notched an arrow. She jumped down from
the walkway, and aimed through one of the arrow loops lower down the wall. Her sister Kelly
clambered after her, longbow and quiver clutched in her arms, and took up position at the next
place along.The red-haired twins stood side by side, peering through the arrow loops. The forest
air seemed to still and quieten for a moment, the sun hanging in the blue sky above them. Kallie
loosed first, Kelly half a second later.Both arrows sped through the air into the shieldwall, each
disappearing through a crossbow slot. A great cheer came from the Kell lines at this feat, and
the arrows started flying again. Most weren’t as well placed as those loosed by Kallie and Kelly,
and many thwacked into the thick timber shields, but several found their targets, and as the line
inched forwards, more and more were hit.A further ten yards on, and the shieldwall stopped.‘Get
down!’ Killop cried, diving off the walkway.The squad scrambled down, but Collyn wasn’t quick
enough. He hesitated for a moment, his curiosity overriding his common sense. A noise began
like the clicking of a running cat’s claws on a flagstone floor, and a hail of crossbow bolts
punched through the air towards the Kell palisade, Collyn taking one straight through his neck.
The force of it spun him through the air in a shimmer of blood to slam against a tree a few yards



behind the wall. His brothers, Calum and Colm, ran to his side, their cries drowned out by the
noise of a hundred bolts thudding against the walls. Killop saw Connie and Kyle hold their hands
to their ears as the noise grew into a crescendo, the earth seeming to shake at the pounding the
walls were taking. He ran over to Collyn’s body. Colm was kneeling, his face twisted in anger and
shock. Calum was cradling his dead brother’s head, a look of surprise on Collyn’s pale features.
His neck had a chunk missing, and blood streamed from the ragged wound onto the ground,
and onto his brothers.‘Stupid wee bastard,’ Calum whispered, his voice cracking.Killop put a
hand on his crew leader’s shoulder, but Calum stiffened at the touch, so he pulled back. He
wished he knew what to say to comfort the surviving triplets. When he had been up in Northern
Kell, their leaders had found words for all who had lost a twin, lover or friend, but now he stood in
silence, helpless.Keira came over.‘They’re getting ready to rush the walls, wee brother.’Calum
looked up and met her eyes.‘On your feet,’ she said to him. ‘We have lizards to kill.’Calum and
Colm got up and ran back to their positions.Killop gazed down at Collyn’s body lying twisted in
the dirt.‘The first of our squad to die,’ he said, his voice almost inaudible over the never-ceasing
thud against the walls.‘Aye,’ she replied. ‘Let’s go.’When they got back to the palisade they could
see that, for all the terrible racket, the bolts were doing very little actual damage to their thick
wall, their purpose being to ensure that Kell heads were down while the Rahain infantry kept up
their advance. Kell archers continued to shoot through the arrow loops, as the Rahain
approached in a slow but inexorable wave.There was a huge crash about twenty yards behind
them to the left. Killop turned, and saw that a rough path ten paces long had been gouged out of
the forest. Kell bodies were lying broken on the ground amid the splintered and shattered tree
trunks and ploughed-up soil. A couple were groaning and crying out for help, while warriors ran
to assist them. Moments later he caught a low whistling sound and glanced up to see an
enormous boulder fly overhead. It missed the top of the squad’s hut by a foot before smashing
into a tall and sturdy pine, cleaving it in two. The upper half of the trunk fell, creaking and
snapping as it toppled and crashed onto the forest floor.‘Take cover!’ Killop shouted, gesturing
for the squad to huddle by the wall and keep low.He peered through an arrow loop to check the
position of the Rahain boulder throwers. Two of the machines were on their side of the road,
while the other two were far off to the right.‘Got a pair of stone-throwers ahead,’ he said to his
sister. ‘Out of range, though. They’re reloading.’‘How far are the infantry?’‘Take a look.’Keira
squinted through the loop to gauge the distance.‘Right,’ she said, ‘my turn.’She walked over to
the section of the wall where they had cut a large square hatch from the top of the stockade,
hinged at the side to allow them to swing it open. She climbed up onto the walkway, keeping her
head down as she scrambled over to the hatch.Killop unslung his heavy shield from his back,
and hefted its weight onto his left arm. He propped his longbow against a tree and climbed up to
crouch beside Keira.‘Ready?’‘Aye,’ she nodded, her eyes shining in anticipation.‘On three,’ he
said, putting his right hand up onto the hatch. ‘One, two.’ He gripped the handle. ‘Three!’ He
swung the hatch open, and pushed his shield up into the gap. Within seconds several crossbow
bolts had thudded into it, and he grunted with the effort of keeping his arm in position. One bolt



nicked the rim of his shield just inches from his face.‘On three,’ she said, crouching by him, her
right hand grasping the timber palisade, her left held out low and away from her body, towards
the fire they had been sitting round earlier. ‘One, two.’ Flames rose from the fire, curling in
sinuous ribbons above her left hand, building and flowing. Sweat poured from her forehead, and
she narrowed her eyes. ‘Three!’ Killop lowered his shield and Keira leaned forward and swung
her left arm up and over until it was pointing at the Rahain front, a mere twenty yards ahead of
them. A roaring arc of flame followed her arm, billowing and flowing up from the fire and
slamming down into the wooden shieldwall. There was an infernal noise as the flames burst
through a section of the Rahain lines ten yards wide. Shields exploded and were consumed like
tinder, and the bodies behind them were incinerated. The first ranks were reduced to ash and
bone as the roiling mass of fire tore over them like a summer blaze through dry wheat, while
behind them dozens of others were burning, the flames melting their corpses into
unrecognisable shapes on the ground. And all around, within a radius of thirty paces, the large
Rahain shields, and the soldiers who held them, were on fire.Keira toppled off the walkway, and
collapsed in the dirt by the smouldering campfire, its fuel almost extinguished. Killop fitted the
hatch back into position and clambered down. Rending screams were coming from the Rahain,
and the smell of scorched flesh made his stomach turn and his eyes water. He looked through
an arrow loop at the destruction wrought by his sister. Greasy black smoke snaked its way up
over the blackened ground. Ash swirled among the bones and fragments of metal helmets,
swords and the long nails that had held the shields together. Around the central dead zone a
thick semi-circle of fire still blazed. Dozens of soldiers were burning, screaming their death
agonies. To either side, the Rahain front had halted, and some had retreated a little. Amid the
cacophony, Killop could hear shouted commands coming from the Rahain, and as he looked up
he saw the two stone throwing machines loaded and ready.‘Squad!’ he bellowed. ‘Away from the
wall! Take cover!’He heard a thrumming noise and sprinted to Keira. He began dragging her to
the trench a few yards to the right of their hut, Killian arriving to help pull her over the edge. They
slid down the steep slope, their boots sinking into the mud at the bottom. Killop threw himself
down against the boggy ground close to Keira, and pulled his left arm up so that his shield
covered them. There was a deafening blast as a section of wall four yards wide exploded in a
storm of pulverised timber. A shower of fragmented wood flew past overhead, and he heard
screams above the high pitched whine his ears were making. A huge boulder flew by to his left,
coming to an abrupt halt as it punched deep into the soft soil beside the trench.‘Holy fuck,’ he
gasped.He glanced at his sister, lying in the bottom of the trench. She was still unconscious, her
eyes glazed over the way they always were after throwing fire. It would be at least another ten
minutes before she would be herself again. Until then, they would have to protect her.He stood
and looked over the top. Through the shattered shards of broken stockade he could see Rahain
soldiers charging towards the gap, armed with crossbows and swords. He pulled himself out of
the trench, and Killian did the same, getting up to stand by his side.‘Squad!’ Killop cried. ‘To
me!’He strode towards the gap in the wall, stepping over large fragments of timber scattered



across the forest floor, Killian a pace behind. They passed by three dead Kell. Caelia and Kyle
lay side by side, inseparable in death as in life. Both were facedown on the ground, arms spread
wide, with big ugly shards of wood standing upright out of their punctured backs. Connie had
been hit by the boulder, and thrown into a broken heap by the side of the hut. A couple of others
were injured. Clara was grasping her left leg, which had been broken above the ankle. A thumb-
length of bone poked out white and red from her shin. She squirmed on the ground, her face
clenched in an angry refusal to scream. Kelly had a deep cut all the way down her face and
neck, from right eyebrow to collarbone, that would scar, if she was lucky. Kallie put her hand up
to her sister’s cheek to wipe away some of the blood, but Kelly shrugged her off, instead
notching an arrow to her longbow. The blood from her forehead was getting into her right eye,
which was starting to swell shut.‘It’s fine,’ she said. ‘I aim with my left.’Conal let out a cry and ran
to Connie’s body. He knelt by her, clutched her hands in his, and started to weep with abandon,
keening and wailing.Shit, Killop thought. Three dead and three incapacitated.‘You two,’ he
pointed at Calum and Colm, ‘over to the right. And you two,’ he pointed to Kelly and Kallie, ‘the
left. Cover our flanks.’That left Killian, Kylon and himself, who were, with the exception of Keira,
the three best hand-to-hand fighters in the squad. Killian had his battleaxe, which he had carried
throughout the campaign in Northern Kell, as well as on countless raids before that. His face was
covered in small cuts from the blast, and the dark green leather armour over his chest was
ragged. Kylon had discarded his shield in favour of carrying two weapons, a sword in his right
hand, an iron tipped spear in his left. Where Killop and Killian used their strength and weight to
fight, he used his agility and speed, wheeling and spinning as if he were at a village dance.The
three formed a line and approached the gap. Already arrows were flying past their heads from
behind to strike the surging mass of Rahain, who were now emerging over the top of the inner
ditch in front of the wall. Arrows were also coming from squads further up and down the line, and
though dozens fell, there seemed to be more taking their place with every breath. Into the breach
they poured, amid a hail of arrows, to meet the three Kell warriors.Killop braced his right foot
against a rock behind him, and tucked his left shoulder into his shield, his sword held low to his
right. Killian locked shields on his left, while Kylon was a pace to his right. The first Rahain
smashed into them, their momentum almost rolling the Kell over as they pushed and surged.
Killop swung his sword. He could hardly miss, hacking a downwards stroke deep into the neck of
the soldier in front of him. He grunted and strained against the weight now pressing on his
shield, parrying a lunge from a Rahain rushing towards him from his right, before cutting the
soldier’s arm off at the elbow with his reverse swing. He dizzied as he pushed with all his
strength and just as his knees were about to give, he felt a weight behind him, and a warrior
move into the space on his right, his shield slotting in to overlap with his own.‘Need some help,
big man?’ It was Kendrie from down the wall, arrived with his squad to assist.Several more Kell
lent their weight to those already behind him, and their line firmed up. Killop put his head down to
sheath his longsword, and drew the long knife he had strapped to his thigh.‘Skewer the
bastards!’ he cried, stabbing low through the gap between the shields. The lines heaved against



each other, but the Rahain were pushing uphill, and the Kell front held. Time blurred in Killop’s
mind, as he shoved and stabbed, shoved and stabbed, not seeing who he was striking, but
knowing from the cries of pain, and the blood streaming from his blade, that he was hitting
something. His legs and back were in agony, his right arm tiring, and his left numb, when strong
hands gripped his shoulders and pulled him away from the front line. All around Kell were
retreating and diving for cover, and panic and despair almost struck him, until he saw the reason.
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